Room at the top of a house for storage or insulation
A fancy word for the entrance to a house
A bank or hotel __ is where you wait
If you live where there a tornadoes, a __ cellar is a good idea
An interior courtyard that is open or covered with glass
A root __ is a good place to store vegetables
A bathroom can also be called a restroom, lavatory or water __
Dormitories have __ rooms where everyone can gather
A __ room is where a king sits before his court
A grand dinner in a hotel is often held in this type of room
You sleep here
French word for a lady's bedroom or private sitting room
Try on clothes that you might want to buy in a __ room
A __ connects a number of rooms in a house or building
Where you cook and maybe eat too
The room where you wash your clothes
A room with books
A room for a newborn baby
A partially enclosed porch, especially in the southern U.S.
Doctor's office have __ rooms for you to sit in before your appointment
An __ room is where people meet to discuss business or politics
You can hold dances in a __
Partially or totally underground part of a house
Another name for a locker room is a __ room
A sun parlor that is glass enclosed and good for growing plants
Santa has a __ where all his toys are made
A study or den can be used as a __ __
In a house the family room usually has the __ center
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